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Vibia Set Large LED Wall Light
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Josep Lluis Xucla

Vibia Set - Large LED Wall Lights

Designed by Josep Lluis Xucla, the Vibia Large Set LED Wall
Lights are perfect for more spacious homes and commercial
spaces. The compositions consist of adjustable parts that
generate and reflect light on the walls, while also acting as a
decorative element. The Vibia Set boasts a base diffuser sitting at
the bottom of the composition, whilst the other elements can be
moved around your wall however you wish. This means not only
the physical elements can be adjusted but you can also
personalise the shadows created by the LED light source.
Whether positioned on the wall of a bedroom, hallway, entrance
hall or hotel it plays an excellent lighting and decorative purpose.
Vibia Large Set can be displayed individually as a minimalistic but
functional wall light or is available in clusters for a more dramatic
composition.

Originally, Set was supposed to be an exterior light; boasting one
lit element and several non-lit elements, which work as reflectors.
Xucla discovered a problem when he discovered how much glare
the finished product emitted. Xucla attempted mounting the lights
on the wall, and discovered that the glare was removed when the
light source rested above eye level - and so the Vibia Set was
created.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

9W, 2700K, 1269 Lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via 0-10V dimming systems. Please
consult your electrician, additional wiring may be
required on site.

Dimensions: 7759: 22cm x 3cm x 10cm
7760: 30cm x 23cm x 10cm
7761: 36cm x 25cm x 10cm
7762: 36cm x 39cm x 10cm

*see specification image for exact measurements
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